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M
ost of us journey through this thing called life 

in pursuit of happiness. Rarely do we get the 

opportunity to pause and reflect on what this means.

When I started HG, I didn’t set out to build a group 

with 100s of independent practices. I wanted to create 

something special where everyone could FISH – ‘Find Inner 

Self Happiness’ – whatever that meant to them. As most of 

you know, this has been the HG mantra from the beginning.

Largely speaking, I think we are all a pretty happy bunch! It 

is the thing that gets said a lot when people talk about HG, 

why everyone seems to be walking around with a smile on 

their face - (and it’s not just what we put into their morning 

coffee)!
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Eyesite director Dan with a homemade mocktail during AR2020’s cookalong
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All smiles at the Norville Opticians reopening event in Gloucester

But the last two years have really challenged those things 

that make people happy, given what has been happening 

in the world. It got me started on taking a deeper look into 

why people are happy or not so. I wanted to understand 

how we could help the people around us at home and 

at work be happier. I started to look into this and was 

fascinated by some of the things I found, so much so, I 

eventually decided that this ‘pursuit of happiness’ was a 

great theme for this year’s retreat.

What does happiness mean to you? And if you are in 

pursuit of happiness, how will you know when you have 

found it? These are the questions I am hoping we can try to

answer this year.

Speaking of happiness, I can’t tell you how happy I am that 

we are finally able to get together in person. The Virtual 

Retreat last year was fantastic, but I think we can all agree 

there’s nothing like the real thing.

I also want to express huge gratitude to all our practice 

teams during another unusual year. Once again, it is 

extremely humbling to observe that, despite the multitude 

of challenges in 2021, our practices have just kept going, 

managing to deliver an invaluable service within each 

community that we serve.

While looking at what the future holds for us, in Viewpoint 

we always like to review the past few months celebrating 

our achievements. This issue, we have reflections from 

FISH on what they’ve learned from the past two years, we 

roundup the best bits of AR2020 and welcome new friends 

to the HG family.

We also feature the reopening event of Norville Opticians in 

Gloucester, which I was lucky enough to attend in October.  

From almost entering administration before joining HG in 

June 2020, it now has an incredible new look and a bright 

future. I think this is indicative of how everyone in our 

HG family of independent practices continue to push the 

boundaries despite the choppy waters.

You all continue to be an inspiration to me and each 

other. Long may that continue and lets Go Rhino again 

in 2022!

Imran
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Beth Bracey
Norville Opticians, Keynsham

We learned that nothing is more 

important than your family and friends; 

people are what matter, not things. 

It’s been a roller-coaster, from going 

into administration, to record weeks 

and then winning Best Newcomer at 

the HG awards last year. We have had 

to work very hard, but it has paid off- 

onwards and upwards!

“We really were

STRONGER TOGETHER”
A

lthough  2020 could be defined as a year of feeling 

grateful for the big and little things, 2021 was all 

about recovery and seeing the light at the end of the 

tunnel. 

But it wasn’t all plain sailing, far from it. The year began 

with another lockdown and school closures, while the 

‘pingdemic’ that followed presented many challenges in the 

form of staffing.  

This could have defined 2021, but the HG teams did what 

they do best and knuckled down. The results (and the 

amount of sweet treats sent!) speak for themselves, with 

record weeks and months across the board along with 

terrific personal achievements.  

And as we finally reunite after a long period apart, we want 

to carry on what we learned from AR2019 and find value 

in looking at where we’ve come from. We spoke to team 

members about what they’ve learned, and who made a 

difference to them during a rollercoaster period.

Colin Dorricott
Silverberg Opticians, Liverpool

I think lots of us took things for granted 

in the past and learning to appreciate 

the little things can help you make the 

most of them. Whatever we have thrown 

at the team there’s been no complaints, 

just simply cracked on. All of our jobs 

look different now to how they did two 

years ago and they’ve all 

moulded in to them 

without fuss.
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Querido & Davidson, Newcastle-upon-Tyme

I’ve learned not to underestimate the kindness and support of the business by our 

clients. There has been huge understanding of how challenging the pandemic has been 

on appointment availability and access to services. The whole team have got behind all 

the challenges at every step and I am immensely proud of their resilience and support.

Ross Doig
Willetts & Doig Opticians, Cowes

We joined HG in Nov 2020 

having struggled through the first 

lockdown on our own, but it was 

the help and advice that Imran 

and Luke distributed to the whole 

profession in these early days of 

Covid that made these first few 

months bearable. As their 

’slogan’ at the time 

said, we really 

were stronger

together.

Alison Harwood
Optika Opticians, Weston-super-Mare

We definitely know that joining HG was the best decision! The 

whole team at HQ have been so helpful. My entire team have 

been awesome – we’ve had a practice merger, moving to Opitx, 

double clinics, plus a pandemic on top! They have showed 

resilience and have adapted so well. Our buddy Penny has also 

been amazing - she’s a brilliant sounding board for me.

Kirsty Litherland
Holland Opticians,

Malvern 

I guess I’ve learned that I 

can live through weird times 

and come out the other end ok, 

and that although difficult decisions have 

to be made sometimes, with the right 

support around you can do it.

I can’t now live without having a project 

or a purpose - just something to focus 

on! Be it reading a book, buying second-

hand furniture to attempt to do up, 

planning a weekend of activities with my 

boy, or thinking about the next special 

event for the practice.
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A
t the end of a whirlwind 2020, HG hosted its 

first ever virtual Annual Retreat, broadcasting to 

thousands of homes and businesses across seven 

countries around the word.

We had an incredible line-up of speakers, including Steve 

Head, Marcus Child, Paul McGee, Damien Hughes and 

Phil Jones, who made us think, made us laugh and even 

brought us to tears.

We were wowed by your culinary creations in the live 

‘cookalong’ with professional chef Ryan Stafford, and we 

were blown away by the evening’s interactive entertainment 

from magician Marc Spelmann.

Achievements across our practice teams were also 

celebrated during the Awards evening, the winners of which 

you can see in full on the next page. Congratulations to all 

of the winners!

Our first ever virtual retreat!

Marcus Child

Professor Damien Hughes 

FE
AT

UR
ES
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Contact lens practice of the year

Optometrist of the year

mOST CONSISTENT PRACTICE

audiology practice of the year

practice of the year

turnaround practice of the year

optical advisor of the year

Most importantly, at a time when we could have felt 

more isolated than ever, AR2020 brought us that little 

bit closer, emerging from the weekend with more energy 

and inspiration, as well as reaffirming our appreciation for 

everyone who is part of the HG family.

2020 Award winners

dispensing optician of the year

audiologist of the yearcontact lens optometrist of the year

manager of the yearemployee of the year

shark of the yearfish of the year

Hakim values

best newcomer

Ellis 
Leatherbarrow

Cooper &
Leatherbarrow

Amy
Gulliford
Norville

Opticians

Lynn
Carson
Davis

Optometrists

Beth
Bracey
Norville

Opticians

Rachel Dacre 
Vera Wilton 

Optometrists

Toni Jones
Wyn Williams
Optometrists

Dave Holden
Wyn Williams
Optometrists

Lynda Wells
Dawkins & Lodge

Neil Datta
David Spicer 
Optometrists

Gavin Rebello
Holland 

Opticians

Emily Ware
Walsh Opticians

Amanda Wright 
Simon Falk

Eyecare

Dawn Abbot
Orrell Opticians

Elliot Todd
Brosgill Opticians

Christine Smith 
Alan Miller

Optometrists

Noeleen Loughlin
Urban Optics

Dan Sirah
Urban Optics

Lisa Kassell
Conlons & Barrow

Mairead Colleran
Maloney Keady

Amit Sharma
Pinder & Moore 

Opticians

Pamela Nile
Millicans Opticians

Julie Clarkson 
Yates & Suddell

Lee Owen
Peter Bowers

David Hindley
Gill Opticians

Sinita Sudra 
Eyelink Opticians

Amy Clarke
Smith & Swepson

Rick Birch
Smith & Swepson

Tracey Plummer
Staples Opticians

Clodagh 
McGovern

McGovern Practices

Bansri Shah
Eyelink Opticians

Aisling O’Keeffe
Urban Optics

Emma Thompson
Conlons & Barrow

Anna Cloake
Peters Opticians

James Michie
CP/WW/MW

Toni Jones getting stuck in during the cookalong
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Another fantastic addition to our Essex 

contingent, Douglas and his Bird and Fairley

team have locations in Dunmow and Loughton.

 PRACTICES
W

ith many more practices joining us in 2021, 

here’s a quick rundown of the new 

members of the HG family.

NEW

   

These three practices in Staffordshire are the latest 

additions to Nigel and Joyce Terry’s ever-expanding 

empire. Welcome to HG!

Welcome to Jeremy and Nigel, joining HG with no less than seven 

practices spread across the East Sussex coast.

John Weygang Optometrists 

The HG Gloucestershire revolution rolls on as the team 

from John Weygang Opticians joins us, 

it’s great to have you with us!
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Vicki, Paul and the Hassocks team have a fantastic clinical 

reputation and hopefully will be moving into a new 

home in the near future!

It’s a pleasure to welcome Helen and the Monnow team 

as our second Welsh practice, just on the English border 

in Monmouth.

More on the 

    next page...

Although we’re still awaiting an invite for a cuppa 

in their lovely garden courtyard, we’re nonetheless 

delighted to have Helena and the Daventry

team on board!

A big welcome to three Martin Steels practices, 

one of which in Emsworth, Surrey, is located in the 

magnificent Old Flour Mill, a Grade II listed building.
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It’s always a delight to add to HG’s North West 

contingent, so a big welcome to Broadhurst and 

their teams from their Lytham and Preston locations.It’s been an exciting few months for G&C- joining 

HG, merging with Norville and a move to a brand 

new location! We can’t wait to see what 

2022 holds for you.

In the same family of practices as Pagan & McQuade are Local 

Eyes, also in Scarborough, great to have  

you as part of Team Hakim!

Based in the seaside town of Scarborough, the recently 

merged practice is one we’re desperate to visit when we 

get a chance. Welcome aboard guys!
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Welcome to Polly and Tim Dulley at Aves in Epping, Essex- it’s 

great to have you on board and excited for what the future 

holds as part of HG!

and even more on 

          t
he next page...

With the arrival of Mullins & Henry our Irish family 

continues to grow, with no less than six practices 

nationwide. Welcome all!

A family tradition runs right through Wheeldon from 

their three sites in Manchester and Cheshire, now 

run by the great grandsons of the original founder!

Welcome to Peter and Jan from Juul & Payne in Clifton, 

Bristol, a practice with a rich history and an even 

brighter future as part of Team Hakim.
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Two more Sheffield practices come in the

shape of David Inman Opticians- good luck to 

Sharks Simon, Christian and James!

We’re delighted to welcome the Segal team to 

HG- as they’re just up the road from Stephens and 

Drew on Humberside we’re sure they’ll feel 

right at home at HG.

We proudly welcome Simon Barnard and Alex Levit who, 

in 2005, were the first in Europe to introduce OCT into their 

London practice.

A big HG hello to Jonathan, Cathy and the team at Pilbeam 

Opticians in Mountsorrel near Loughborough - 

it’s great to have you on board.
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Welcome to J Oliver Radley and the team from 

Buntingford, Hertfordshire, now in the capable hands of 

Sharks Nichola, Michelle and Mark.

Taylor Biddle Opticians

It’s a pleasure to welcome Taylor Biddle to our ever-

growing family of practices with locations in Compton and 

Wombourne in Wolverhampton.

Fine’s Opticians

We don’t have the room for a full rhyming verse 

here, so we’ll just say a massive welcome to Fine’s 

from the Irish city of Limerick!

just one 

        m
ore page...

Joining us from Orpington just south of London are 

Lambrou Eye Studio- Joseph the new Shark joined 

in July and has already hit the ground running!
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Recently joining forces with nearby Hitchin 

Visioncare, the Hertfordshire town is now lucky 

to have the combined practice as the leading 

independent in the area. 

David Burghardt Vision Care

A big welcome to David and the team from the 

practice in the village of Nettleham, on the outskirts 

of Lincoln, established over 30 years ago and a 

terrific addition to the family!

It’s a pleasure to welcome multi-award winning 

Tompkins Knight and Son Optometrists to HG, led 

by international optical speaker Brian Tompkins and 

his team.

Optima Opticians

Not only are Optima the longest established opticians in 

Faversham, they now hold the prized accolade of being our 

most easterly practice! Welcome Yegi and the team.
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Alex Gage Opticians

Our Sheffield family grows further as we welcome 

Alex Gage Opticians, with practices in Woodseats 

and Crosspool- welcome guys!

Osborne Harle

Massive welcome to the Osborne Harle team from 

their base in Tonbridge in Kent. Our South East 

family is growing by the month!

Norman Prince Opticians

Founded in the 1930s, Norman Prince is another historic 

addition to our HG family, with four practices spread across 

West London and Berkshire.

A big HG welcome to Andrew and wife Carole from Andrew 

Laird Optometrists, based down in St Thomas in Exeter.
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Pritpal Summan
Brosgill Opticians

Despite it being his day off, Pritpal still rushed into practice to see 

patient Lyn after her symptoms were passed onto him. After spotting 

a Branch Retinal Artery Occlusion on his Optomap, Pritpal referred  

Lyn to hospital for an operation to treat a stroke. She said: “I was just 

happy that I was with Pritpal, someone who knew what they were 

doing and had that experience.

Pritpal and Patient Lyn

Aqeel Mahmood and Clare Raynes
Gill Opticians

After being turned away from her normal opticians, 

patient Jo was indebted to Gill’s DO Clare who 

quickly got her through to the testing room after 

hearing her symptoms. This proved to be vital, 

as optom Aqeel found a retinal detachment and 

referred her on for treatment.

Sight-saving superst rs
I

n 2021, HG practice teams once again showed how important they are to their communities by providing both sight-

saving and life-saving referrals. We know these instances happen all year round, so please contact us on pressteam@

hakimgroup.co.uk if you feel like sharing your story, so we can keep spreading the importance of regular eye exams!

I was just happy 
that I was with 
Pritpal, someone 
who knew what 
they were doing 
and had that 
experience.

- Lyn Inman
Patient at Brosgill Opticians
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Charlotte Wilson
Adlam & Coomber Optometrists

Seeing her patient Alan the morning after a late night email, Charlotte found 

a retinal detachment. Alan sent his thanks: “I keep bees and I was worried 

that I might have to get rid of them because of it, so I’m just so grateful that 

Charlotte saw me as quickly as she did.”

Iain Milne
Ellerker Opticians

Iain once again provided a life-saving referral in 

the shape of his patient Robert, a retired artist 

and father-of-two. With a visual fields test, it was 

revealed Robert had homonymous hemianopia, 

suggesting a neurological pathology. As he was 

admitted on the spot and was found to have 

suffered a stroke, Iain’s quick referral was crucial 

that it wasn’t a fatal result. Terrific work Iain!

Graham Freeman
Eyesite Opticians 

Graham came to the rescue of his colleague Ray, 

after the assistant manager at Eyesite Brighton 

noticed a floater across his vision, which turned out 

to be a retinal tear. Ray said: “Graham and I have 

a bit of banter working together, but I was very 

confident that if there was something wrong, he 

would find it.” A perfect example of team spirit and 

helping out colleagues!

 Graham and Ray

Don’t forget to keep sending your amazing sight-
saving stories to pressteam@hakimgroup.co.uk
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Historic Norville Opticians unveils 
transformative refit

T
he 123-year-old Norville Opticians in Gloucester 

celebrated its grand reopening after a transformative 

refurbishment, just eighteen months since being 

rescued from administration.

Established in 1898, the practice welcomed guests to 

experience their new look in October after significant 

investment at the city centre location.

Special guests at the event included industry stalwart and 

former Norville Group chairman Frank Norville OBE, who 

grew up in the building above the opticians, where his 

family established the original business in the 19th century.

The new owners have invested in the historic building with 

an overhaul of the interior, focusing on a relaxed, boutique 

environment with unique eyewear from around the world.

One of the practice owners, optometrist Gavin Rebello, 

said: “It was very important to us that the refit respected 

the local traditions of the business and the importance of 

the landmark building, whilst also safeguarding its future 

by modernising it with the latest technology and the most 

sought-after luxury brands.

“To say it’s been a rollercoaster over the last few months is 

an understatement; to get where we are now is a testament 

to the hard work of our team members, the support of 

HGHQ and the loyalty of our patients.”

The new partners at Norville Opticians

PRACTICE
NEWS

All the news 
and views from 
Planet Hakim...
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The Conlons team with their High Sheriff award

Daybell & Choo kit out professional boxer

O ptometrist Simon Mann has helped a boxer win 

his first professional fight with the help of Ortho-K 

lenses.

Daybell & Choo Opticians fitted boxer Khalid Ayub, 19, 

with Ortho-K after years of struggling with contact lenses. 

Khalid, who signed with Tyson Fury’s label MTK Global in 

2020, won his debut fight in September.

He said: “Boxing is all about taking risks, so when I had my 

contacts in I always had in the back of my mind that they 

could come out. Without them in, I can just focus my brain 

more freely.”

Conlons recognised with pandemic award

C
onlons of Barrow Opticians and Hearing Care have 

been recognised by the High Sherrif of Cumbria for 

their work during the pandemic.

The Cumbria Business Innovation Special Performance 

Certificate was nominated by members of the public and 

celebrated businesses that ‘innovated, supported others, 

and demonstrated great resilience,’ during the past 18 

months.

Practice Manager Lisa Kassell said: “It was a bit of a shock 

as we are doing as every practice has done around the 

country, including those within the Hakim Group; following 

the guidelines and doing what we can to keep people safe.”

Anne retires after 44 years of service

K
endal optometrist Anne Irving retired after more  

than four decades of service to her local community 

back in April.

A born-and-bred Cumbrian, Anne established the practice 

which bears her name in 1984. During her 44 years in 

optics, she was involved with the Local Optical Committee 

and raised money through long distance walks for Guide 

Dogs for the Blind.

Anne said: “It has been a very difficult decision and I will 

miss working here enormously, but after 44 years it is time 

for change and new horizons beckon. I am confident the 

wonderful team I am leaving behind will continue to offer 

the people of Kendal excellent eyecare treatment for many 

more years.”

Anne with the tools of her trade

Professional boxer Khalid Ayub at Daybell and Choo
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charity
corner

HG’s terrific trio complete London 
Marathon

After an 889-day wait since the last one, the terrific trio 

of practice directors Nigel Terry and Sarah Baldock and 

HQ’s Lorna Robinson completed the London Marathon 

on October 3rd.

Sarah and Lorna both finished the 26.2 miles with personal 

bests, while Nigel was competing in his first (non-virtual) 

marathon at the age of 58.

Raising a combined £2,184, the money raised by Nigel and 

Sarah will go towards Vision Aid Overseas, while Lorna ran 

for VICTA, who support blind and partially sighted children 

and young adults, raising £1,896.20!

Sarah and Nigel’s pages are still open, so if you’d still like 

to donate, please visit:  

www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Sarah-Baldock5 

www.justgiving.com/fundraising/nigel-terry4 

Tina to complete epic desert trek

Wooding Opticians’ Tina Swift is heading to the Jordan 

desert to take part in a 5-day trek in aid of Jo’s Cervical 

Cancer Trust.

Tina had hoped to complete the trek this year to mark her 

ten-year anniversary since remission from cervical cancer, 

but the trip has unfortunately been postponed to 2022 due 

to safety concerns.

To donate to Tina’s fundraising appeal and help her reach 

her goal of £3000 before her trip, please visit:  

www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Tina-Swift

Norville and HG support VCHP Gloucester

A HG optometrist has helped to set up Gloucester’s 

first Vision Care for Homeless People (VCHP) clinic, the 

charity’s ninth in England.

Karen Gennard (pictured left), from Norville Independent 

Eyecare, is the clinic’s new Manager and will operate the 

service to support the city’s homeless population, with 

HGHQ providing the technology required.

Karen said: “Around 70% of homeless people need glasses 

for some aspect of their vision and 10% of patients seen 

are referred to hospital for other ocular conditions.”
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#POSTSWELOVE
Need some inspiration to brighten up your social media content? Here 

are some of our favourite posts from practices’ Facebook and Instagram 

accounts over the past few months.

Don’t forget- keep an eye out for the Marketing Campaign guides for some 

seasonal content and gifs!

@tyrrellsandemberyoptometry: Have you 

ever seen a horse wear sunshades? You 

have now!  

@broadhurstoptometrists: Mr and Mrs Mert 

collected their spectacles today and I’m sure 

you’ll agree they look AMAZING!!

@aidanwalshopticians: All the crew at 

Aidan Walsh’s wearing our green ribbons in 

support of ending the mental health stigma 

 #tullamoregoesgreen

@rydeopticians: Another happy customer 

today, the lovely Lynne collected 

her @wolfeyewearltd parrot frames 

#happycustomer

@QueridoandDavidsonOpt: We have a new 

Topcon MYAH instrument that allows us to 

measure & monitor the length of the eye, 

who do you think had the biggest eyes?

@optikaopticians: We’d like to introduce you 

to our new part time Optometrist, Kim, who 

will be working alongside Alison and James.

@themakerfieldeyecentre: When the  

is shining there is only one thing you 

need- a pair of Maui Jim’s.  Here’s Adam 

modelling just one of the amazing frames 

we have in practice.
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‘Tis the season!

The festive period is well and truly on us but that doesn’t 

mean it’s too late to take advantage of our Marketing 

Campaign guides, to make sure all bases are covered and 

you’re calling out all the key events this season.

In the most recent guide, Winter 2021, you can find assets 

such as team Christmas cards to your patients, posters, 

window displays and even a fun Kids Eyecare pack for 

some of your younger patients.

And as 2022 is nearly upon us, this is the perfect time 

to make sure you’re ready for the new year, so there are 

also January ‘Out with the old’ contact lens promotions to 

peruse through. 

As always, you can find the guides on Helphub and you can 

order assets by filling out the request form or emailing the 

Marketing team.

Growth team UPDATE

Marketing
Campaigns

October 2021

S H O P  T H E  C O L L E C T I O N S  I N  P R A C T I C E

NN EE WW   YY EE AA RR   S A L E  N O W  O N !

hg_cds21-02-countdown-sale_sep21-cmyk.indd   1hg_cds21-02-countdown-sale_sep21-cmyk.indd   1 04/10/2021   17:07:5204/10/2021   17:07:52
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In Numbers

72.1%
Increase in total Google 

searches of HG practices in 
Q2 2021 from Q1.

Q1 2021

97.8k 
actions

422% increase on Q1 2020

Q2 2021

110.6k
actions

580% increase on Q2 2020

Q3 2021

111.3k
actions

559% increase on Q3 2020

The SEO team have been hard at work improving each 

practice’s Google My Business page, and as you can see on 

the right, the number of actions (clicking on website, phone 

number etc) have improved massively compared to last year.

4.9 / 5
In 2021, practices have 

maintained an average score 
of 4.9 from patients who left 

a Google Review.

Nathaniel and Nathan on a practice visit to James Bryan

The AV team are back on the road

For obvious reasons, through 2020 and much of 2021, the AV 

team were unable to visit your lovely practices to get video and 

photos to use on your digital and marketing materials.

Thankfully, in the past few months, Sam, Nathaniel and Nathan 

have been back on the road, clocking up the miles travelling 

the country to catch up on practice visits.

There’s obviously a backlog in practices wanting these visits 

due to the long layoff, so please be patient while the team work 

through their diary, as well as edit all the photos and videos 

they get while on the visits.

Thank you to those practices who have already accommodated 

the team and they look forward to seeing you soon!
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We find ourselves with an unprecedented challenge 

before us.

Our industry, like many others, finds itself with recruitment 

and retention challenges across many locations. Therefore, 

over the next few weeks I’m asking for your support.

Whether it be for a specific location for the live roles we 

have, or just someone you know in general who you feel will 

flourish at one of our independent practices, please send an 

email to our recruitment team on: 

opportunities@hakimgroup.co.uk

We will reach out and have a conversation with them to see 

if there is a good fit for both.

As a small gesture to express our gratitude, for taking the 

time to support our recruitment efforts, we will send you up 

to £1000 for each successful candidate that we place from 

your introduction.

So a hugely rewarding use of your time all round!

Imran

WE ARE
STRONGER, 
TOGETHER. 

HELP US TO GROW OUR HG FAMILY
BY REFERRING AN OPTICAL 

SUPERST R TODAY.

check out 

our careers

website!
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Once it has been sent off,
the recruitment team will be in touch with the 

person you referred and will keep you in the 

loop with any and all developments from there. If 

your referral is hired and passes their probation 

period, then you’ll receive up to £1000, simple!

Scan this QR code 
to go to the referral scheme page on the HG careers  

website, or go to www.hgcareers.co.uk/referral

Fill in the form
with both your details and the details of the 

person you’re referring. Make sure to shout 

about why they would be a great fit!

Tick the terms and conditions
and press the Submit button to start 

the process of your referral.

HOW TO REFER AN 
Optical Superst r

1

4

2

3

A
t HG, we are always looking for talented individuals just like you. We have so much to offer those who join us, 

whether it’s professional development or an enjoyable workplace. By making a referral, you’re helping us to grow our 

HG family with the people you trust the most. Here are the simple steps to get the process started.
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Monthly Communication planner 

In June, we introduced a practice monthly communication 

planner which highlights all key group activities and dates 

from each HGHQ departments. This will aid you planning 

across each month, by sharing key activities in a co-

ordinated approach. This is being adapted into a live view 

format, which you will soon find on the new HelpHub. 

Communication update – HelpHub 2 

A big project that we are delivering is the new version of our 

Helphub platform, so that our practices and HQ teams have 

access to a number of helpful resources. This is due to land 

soon and here are some of the key features:

• A true ‘one stop’ experience for practice team 

members in one place, which will have an intranet 

approach and will include other links to external 

resources, as well as other HG platforms.

• A new search function, so guidance, policies and help 

videos are all easy to access.

• A new calendar function, so we can embed our existing 

monthly communication planner to a live view, so 

practices know what is happening and when with links.

• A specific area on the platform for Sharks access only, 

which contains partners resources with a secure log-in. 

Shark induction

Through 2021, we have continued to induct and immerse 

new and existing Sharks virtually due to the pandemic. We 

are currently reviewing our ongoing approach as part of our 

2022 planning, and we will share the details of this in due 

course.

Training update – HG Academy 2 

Delivering our new HG training Academy has proved a real 

challenge this year, but we are close to landing the new 

platform which will contain a range of new training modules 

covering our Operational processes as well as CET content.  

Covid update and incident reporting 

Throughout this year we have continued to support our 

practices by asking them to report COVID incidents through 

to HGHQ. Each time you contact us we will provide you 

with advice and ensure we are focussing on the wellbeing 

of the impacted team member and the rest of the practice. 

We have also continued to keep everyone updated on the 

latest regulations to ensure our practices maintain a safe 

working environment. We really appreciate your hard work 

and support and please let us know anything else we can 

do to support you further.

Transformation & Engagement
Nick Lowe
Head of Transformation & Engagement

The new HelpHub homepage

The search function has been improved
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Operational excellence

Joanna Tyson
Operational Excellence Officer

In May, we saw the rebrand of Airsweb to EcoOnline. The 

functionality of the platform stayed the same, there were 

just some graphical changes, new colour scheme and, of 

course, the name change.

The rebrand is still ongoing so you may still notice 

references to Airsweb on notifications and the mobile app is 

still to be rebranded. 

Schedule for 2021

You will have noticed the Health Check and Inspections 

schedule for 2021 is more streamlined compared to 2020. 

The schedule includes five Health checks and inspections 

that are crucial for practices to complete. For the schedule 

for 2022 you will see the same streamlined approach being 

used which will be shared before the end of December 

2021.

The continuing objective is to 

improve the EcoOnline journey, 

including reviews of the templates 

and researching simpler and 

quicker ways to enter data. Claire 

Slade, Head of Professional 

Advancement and Governance,  

   will be supporting this.

In August, the EcoOnline application was uploaded to 

practice’s eGOS iPads, which gave you the ability to 

access EcoOnline on a mobile device. The app is available 

on Apple and Android stores if you wish to use this service 

on another device.

ROI Templates

In 2021, Health Check and Inspection templates were 

introduced exclusively for practices in the Republic of 

Ireland, which meet the need to maintain clinical standards 

in practice.

EcoOnline 2022

This year I have been working 

closely with Shark Neil Hilton 

piloting a scheduling module 

on EcoOnline, while also trailing 

some new Health Check and 

Inspection templates that will 

support practices demonstrate 

   due diligence in different areas.

Currently in development is an Asset register module due to 

be launched in 2022, which will allow practices to create a 

register of all optical and IT equipment in practice.

End of Year Project

The End of Year Project will be launched on Thursday 

18th November to practices. This will allow practices to 

complete business-critical activities by the end of the year 

and the approach and process will be the same as last 

year.

For new practices, when the End of Year project launches 

you will receive a pack that includes guidance and shared 

documents specific to your practice which will help you 

complete the business-critical tasks. 

Stock and Debt management

All practices should be completing regular stock takes from 

October onwards and regular monthly updates on progress 

will be shared with the group.The guidance material to 

complete stock takes and investigate discrepancies has 

been reviewed and updated and you will now find a step-

by-step guide on Helphub.

In August, HGHQ conducted the NHS Reconciliation 

exercise. The aim of this was to review NHS debt on behalf 

of the practices involved and investigate any outstanding 

payments. This exercise involved only English practices 

using the HG build of Optix.  

Going forward, practices which are on a HG build of Optix 

now have a clear view of their NHS debt and can continue 

to monitor other debt types through the Health Index. For 

practices who have an alternative PMS, they will need to 

work closely with their practice Buddy using their own 

reporting mechanisms.

Claire Slade

Neil Hilton
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150+ and 
counting…

Introducing 
POD...
Amplify are delighted to introduce you to POD, your 

interactive tool for true visibility of how audiology is 

performing in your practice.

Your unique POD gives you 24/7 access to online data, 

which gives you a detailed picture of information on 

turnover, your diary, appointments, commissions and an 

overview of marketing strategies implemented.

For information on how to access this portal, 

speak to your JVP.

Pete has been back on the road delivering HCC courses

Despite the challenges we’ve all faced, it’s been a great 

year for Amplify Hearing and our lovely colleagues at all the 

150+ practices we now have the pleasure of working with. 

Over the past 12 months, we’ve been delighted to welcome 

19 practices into the Amplify family, from as far and wide as 

Newcastle to Exeter. 

If you feel your practice would benefit from a HCC course, 

contact Pete Clack by emailing peter@amplifyhearing.co.uk
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Dave Cope
Finance Director

Welcome to Dave who says the 

culture and energy are what 

attracted him to Amplify.

Nick Thomas
JVP

Nick enjoys rolling his Harley 

Davidson out of the garage and 

hitting the road.

Pedro Pereira
JVP

Bem-vindo to Pedro who has 

worked in UK audiology for the 

past 7 years.

Chloe Browne
JVP

Chloe practiced as a HCA for 

3 years before qualifying as a 

RHAD in 2019.

Kirstie Evans
Head of Marketing

Prior to marketing hearing care 

for 12 years, Kirstie worked for 

blue-chip finance companies.

Matt Burnett
Customer Care Manager

Matt is leading our teams of 

audiology support and patient 

support advisors.

Craig Jones
IT Manager

Craig manages our IT, making 

sure our Audiologists have the 

best tech available.

Lisa Barnet
HR Manager

Lisa enjoys completing fitness 

challenges; the Welsh 3 peaks 

being the most recent.

Jason Hill
JVP

Jason qualified after 

experiencing the effects hearing 

loss had on his father’s life.

Conor Fitzpatrick
JVP - N. Ireland

Qualifying in 2008, Conor has 

a background in sound design 

and audio technology.

meet some of our new recruits

Nicole Ewer
Audiology Buddy

Meet your new Audiology Buddy for the south! Nicole has over 22 years’ experience in both 

hearing and optical, so she understands the challenges your teams face as an experienced sales 

support trainer. Nicole hit the ground running by onboarding four practices in her first week!

Not only have we expanded our number of practices, we have also welcomed several new faces to our ever-growing team. 

Here’s a snapshot of the new members of the Amplify family- welcome to the hearing revolution!
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Harriet Price
HR/Payroll Assistant

 I’ve recently joined HG 

where I’ll be working between 

HR and Payroll. When I’m not in the office you’ll 

most likely find me playing hockey, seeing 

friends or walking my dog. 

Janine Andrews
Practice Buddy

 Hi I’m Janine, the new 

Practice Buddy for the south, working with 

Hayley. I have had a career in optics for a long 

time as a DO and Practice Manager. Out of work 

I enjoy running, body combat, weekends in our 

camper van and spending time with my grown 

up kids! 

Nabina Coldrink
Financial Analyst

 Hi everyone, I’m Nabina 

and I have joined HG as a Financial Analyst to 

help with the integration of strategic financial 

models and MI. Outside of work I like to travel 

and explore different destinations. Closer to 

home, I enjoy spending time with family and 

relaxing. 

David Thompson
Practice Buddy

 I’ve joined the HG family 

as part of the Practice Buddy team covering 

Scotland and North England, helping to ensure 

they are fully operational and contributing to their 

ongoing success. When I’m not at work, I enjoy 

walking my dog and a huge Formula 1 fan. 

NEW TO HQ

Ryan Starkie
Accounts Assistant

 Hello, I’m Ryan. I’ve 

recently joined the accounts team at HG. Outside 

of work I keep active by playing football and 

going to the gym. Also, I am a season ticket 

holder at Burnley Football Club, watching the 

Clarets in the top tier of the English pyramid. 

It’s been another busy year with 
many new faces joining the support 
team at HGHQ...

Martin Ashcroft
Chief Financial Officer

 I’ve joined HG as Chief 

Financial Officer. Outside of work my pastimes 

are making the most of the British summer by 

going out hiking with friends and family, and I 

also really enjoy being Dad’s taxi! 

Sally Litchfield
Head of People

 I’ve joined to lead the 

People team, I come with 20+ years’ experience 

in the industry and HR so that should stand me 

in good stead! I’m pretty boring outside of work, 

no mad hobbies, just family and friends who I’m 

pretty obsessed about! 
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Hamayan Akram
HR Apprentice

 Hey everyone, I’ve 

recently joined the HG team as a HR apprentice 

from Blackburn University. Apart from HG I’m 

a MMA coach and fighter. I am really looking 

forward to meeting all of you guys. 

Vishal Solanki
Digital IT Executive

 I’m Vishal, I have recently 

completed my Masters in IT from UCLan 

University and joined Hakim Group as a Digital 

IT Executive within the Digital team. I am taking 

care of the management and support to the 

practice emails, domains and websites. 

Anthony Woods
HR Advisor

 Hi everyone, my name 

is Anthony but most people just call me Ant for 

short. I’ve joined HG after spending the last 30 

years working for the Royal Mail Group in HR. 

Outside of work, you’ll find me chilling with my 

wife and two daughters or in the gym. 

Naeem Suleman
ICT Engineer

 I’ll be assisting Zaahir on 

projects such as upgrading the IT infrastructure 

and hardware across the estate. I like spending 

time with my family, I’m into football, F1, boxing, 

snooker and NBA. I enjoy socialising, going out 

to eat and travelling with my friends. 

Johan Van Wyk
ICT Engineer

 My name is Johan and I 

have joined HG as an ICT Engineer. Outside of 

work I am a keen rugby supporter as most South 

Africans are and I love spending time with my 

family and doing lots of outdoor activities. 

Sophie Gaul
Marketing Assistant

 Hi everyone! As the 

Marketing Assistant I take on marketing requests 

that come through from practices as well as 

supporting brand activity with Catherine. Outside 

of work, I love being at live music events with my 

friends or going on adventures with my dog. 

Tasneem Badat
Accounts Assistant

 Hi I’m Tasneem and I’ve 

joined HG as a Finance Assistant. I’m a foodie 

who you’ll often find buried in a book, or on an 

occasional binge on Netflix. I love exploring and 

sightseeing, and often do so with my family. 

Can’t wait to see what the year brings! 

Kirsty Garsden
Accounts Assistant

 Hey I’m Kirsty and I have 

just recently joined the Accounts team. Outside 

of work, I can be found going on long walks with 

my family and our energetic (but daft as a brush!) 

Beagle or watching a good series on Netflix. 
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Richard Woolley
Financial Controller

 I’m Rich and I’m a 

chartered accountant who qualified at KPMG 

where I spent 6 years. I have since spent a 

couple of years at a Telecoms Group before 

joining the HG family. I’m married to Amy, and 

when I’m not at work you’ll find me building 

towers and getting bossed around by George our 

2 year old. 

Sayeda Bandarkar
Payroll & Benefits Partner

 I have been working in 

payroll for over 10 years now and have just 

joined the payroll team. When I’m not here, you 

can usually find me with my nose stuck in book 

in a corner somewhere! Any chance to read and 

I will take it! I also enjoy spending time with my 

family and friends. 

Bhargavi Vadher
Payroll Specialist

 Hi everyone, I am a 

team member of the payroll angels! I’m here to 

ensure practice team members are paid on-time, 

accurately and correctly. Outside of work I enjoy 

watching movies and cooking various dishes or 

just relaxing at home. 

Farhan Saleh
Property Solicitor

 I’ve joined HG as an in-

house Property Solicitor; I will be looking at the 

property aspects of new acquisitions and also 

documenting all types of agreements relating to 

the group’s existing property portfolio. I enjoy 

anything football related and, occasionally, a 

good hike. 

Bradley Paul
Operations Support Officer

 Hi everyone, I’m Brad and 

I’ve recently joined the operations department as 

a support officer. When I’m not in the office I’ll 

be coming up with new tattoo ideas, going to the 

gym or getting lost on walks. 

Paul Foxall
Practice Buddy

 Hi all, I’ve joined as a 

new Buddy covering the East of England. I have 

18 years’ experience in optics having worked 

with Tom Davies, Nikon and Safilo. I also enjoy 

spending time with my three daughters and I also 

DJ. 

Claire Slade
Head of Professional 

Advancement & Governance

 Hi all, I’m joining the team 

as HG’s new Head of Professional Advancement 

& Governance. When I’m not working I love 

spending my time doing yoga and going for a run. 

I also have two children who keep me on my toes 

on a daily basis. 
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In this edition, we’re getting to know Rebecca from the Digital team. Find out why she 

loves turning around neglected websites, her Netflix recommendations, and all about her 

complicated relationship with Alan Titschmarsh.

HG: Hey Rebecca! How would you describe your role at 

HGHQ?

Rebecca (RB): I am one of the website designers in the 

Digital Team so I spend most of my day building and 

updating websites, creating website design proposals/

wireframes, presenting those proposals and putting 

websites live. We’ve got an ever-growing number of 

websites to look after so we are always kept very busy!

HG: What’s the most exciting part of your job? 

RB: I would say that the most exciting part is being able 

to get creative and transform an older website that’s been 

left behind into a new, modern and clean design which 

best showcases the practice. Also, we get the opportunity 

throughout the year to get stuck into new and exciting 

work with our HG events, so you’ll probably see me there 

winging it behind camera or sound desk.

HG: Fake it till you make it! So what made you want to 

join HG?

RB: Callum (my wonderful boyfriend/tenant who is part 

of the ISO Team) first suggested HG to me when I was 

thinking about starting a new job. Once I had done some 

research and had come in to see the place, I was sold! 

It’s not too common to have a workplace full of such 

wonderful, talented and happy people.

HG: Agreed on that – okay more fun stuff now - what 

are you currently binge-watching?

RB: RuPaul’s Drag Race UK, Sex Education, Love Your 

Garden with Alan Titchmarsh (I cry at almost every 

episode), and I’m so happy that Strictly and Bake Off 

are both back on our screens. I love a good true crime 

documentary too – Abducted in Plain Sight blew my mind.

HG: So with all that to watch, do you get time for much 

else?  

RB: Yeah I clearly watch too much TV but I also enjoy going 

to watch our local ice hockey team Blackburn Hawks, 

reading, drinking copious amounts of tea, and spending 

time with the best dog in the world, Mess. I’m also a bit 

obsessed with F1 so that’s my Sundays sorted!

Rebecca Betteridge
Web Designer

Rebecca’s favourite boy, Mess
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Terrific work by 
Kelly’s Declan Fahy, 
who organised a 
training camp for 
young footballers 
in Galway over the 
summer.

     Congratulations!!!

Congratulations to 
Memory Opticians 
Salisbury’s India 
Tickner (née Webb) 
– on your wedding 
in June.

It’s a double 
celebration for 
Clamp- David 
Arnott reached 25 
years in practice 
while also winning 
Cambridgeshire 
Eye Care 
Specialists of the 
Year!

Well done to 
Norville Keynsham’s 
Jo Edmondson who 
achieved 100% 
in her first two 
Optical Assistant 
assignments!

A very happy 1st 
birthday to Lola, 
daughter of Michael 
and Mia in the 
Marketing team!

Congratulations 
to Hannah Croft 
from Simon Falk 
Opticians on the 
birth of Loretta Fay in 
August.

Massive 
congratulations to 
Kelly’s Ramona 
Nemeth and 
partner Lazlo on 
the safe arrival of 
daughter Luca.

Happy anniversary 
to Newbold 
Optician who 
passed the 
landmark of 85 
years in business. 
Here’s to many 
more!

Ian Silverberg 
really got into 
his veg growing 
over lockdown, 
winning the 
Traditional 
Carrot category 
at the National 
Giant Veg 
awards!

Many happy 
returns to Memory 
Amesbury’s Katrina 
Rycroft who 
celebrated her 40th 
birthday in April.

Massive 
congratulations to 
Yamin from HQ and 
his wife Khalidja 
who were married 
back in February.

Great work by John from 
Querido & Davidson 
on completing his 
professional certificate in 
glaucoma and good luck 
to colleague Angela who 
has started a diploma in 
Paediatric Eyecare!
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Congrats to Hafiza 
and Suhayel on the 
birth of the very 
smiley Aasiyah Issa 
in April.

Congratulations 
to Faheem 
Sarfraz and 
family on the 
birth of their 
third child 
Eesa on 11th 
September.

Well done to Practice 
Buddy Stephen 
Potter on completing 
your first triathlon in 
August!

Congrats 
to Paul 
Cheetham’s 
Joanne 
Savage and 
Michaelayne 
Chow who are 
now a qualified 
DO and optom 
respectively!

Huge congrats 
to Tyrrell’s 
Gwen Eccles 
on becoming 
a grandmother 
for the first time 
with the arrival of 
baby Charlotte.

Qasim and Subhan 
Ali are now proud 
big brothers to 
Khaleel, congrats 
to Tyrrells and 
Embery’s Haroon 
and Tasneem!

BBR are 
celebrating a lot 
in 2021- congrats 
to Nick R on 30 
years, Laura, 
Helen and Emily 
on 10 and Nick B 
on 20 in practice!

We have two more 
qualified DOs in 
Scarborough- 
congrats to Adele 
Rose from Local 
Eyes and Marie 
Chandler from 
Pagan & McQuade.

Gill Opticians’ 
Pauline Duffy has 
achieved 25 years in 
practice- congrats 
on a massive 
achievement!

Another Hakim is 
welcomed into the 
world- congrats to Zubair 
and Rumana on the birth 
of Maryam in July.

Many happy returns 
to Irish Fish Sheila 
O’Sullivan and Karen 
Davitt who both 
turned 40 this year!

Stephen Evans 
Optometrists 
reached 
their 40th 
anniversary in 
May- hopefully 
you can have a 
full celebration 
soon guys!

Another qualified 
DO in our ranks 
is Optika’s Sian 
Wilmot- massive 
congrats Sian!

Don’t forget to keep sending us all your fantastic news to pressteam@hakimgroup.co.uk so we can share it with everyone.




